
mInventory
Mobile Inventory Management

In the retail sector, 
inventory inaccuracies 

contributed nearly 
15% – or $5.59 
billion in losses

mInventory  – An Overview
Mobile Inventory Management – mInventory from Innovapptive 
lets you perform day to day inventory transactions through 
hand held devices and laptops by accessing the master data 
of the SAP inventory module, thereby helping you manage the 
core spectrum of transactions within the scope of supply chain 
management (SCM) space. 

How you can leverage mInventory to add value to 
your business?

Get valuable insights about the stock available within 
your 
plants, warehouses or storage locations

With mInventory, you can quickly track the total stock available in your 
manufacturing plant including the batch wise stock available in the respective 
storage locations of the plant. Not just that, you can even keep track of the 
type of the stock – unrestricted (ready for shipment), quality inspection (subject 
to quality control before shipment) and blocked (damaged stock not fit for 
shipment). This way, you can prioritize what stock needs to be shipped to 
various destinations vis-à-vis demand forecasts and logistical considerations. 

Reduce inaccurate inventory records, shipments and 
customer complaints

With Inventory rapidly moving in and out of your business, tracking all the 
moving pieces can be overwhelming. On account of cumbersome paper work, 
the net result what you get is inaccurate inventory records, shipments and 
customer headaches. Processing outgoing and incoming shipments with 
Innovapptive’s mobile stock movements delivers the best of both worlds: data 
is recorded in real time and with more accuracy compared to manual methods.

Eliminate downstream problems in inventory and 
invoicing

With mInventory, you can avoid duplicate scan/entry of bar codes,thereby 
eliminating downstream problems. This solution supports various shipping and 
receiving operations and adds value to existing operations in any business 
segment, be it oil & gas, retail or consumer goods.  

Accurate inventory management is key to avoiding 
downtime 

With mInventory, you can ensure real time shipping and receiving 
operations with instant updates to your SAP system, providing immediate access 
to accurate and timely inventory information. This way you can avoid production 
downtime and enhance your operational efficiency. 

“

“

“ Go mobile in less 
than 4 weeks! ”

Jump start your mobile journey in 
less than 4 weeks. Innovapptive 

offers a SAP certified Rapid 
Deployment Solution (RDS) for 
the mInventory mobile solution.
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Solution Environment
SAP ECC 6.0, EHP any version
On Premise  - SAP Mobile Platform (SMP) 3.0
Cloud - SAP HANA Cloud Platform
SAP NetWeaver Gateway 7.3 & 7.4
iPad, iPhones  6 or 6S & iOS  8.0 or 9.0.
Android Smartphones and Tablets for most recent OS versions
Windows Smartphones and Tablets for most recent OS versions
Desktop Support on SAPUI5 and on SAP Fiori Launchpad

Business Benefits
Perform physical and cycle counts quickly and achieve 98% accuracy of inventory levels.
Streamline inventory cycle counting and reduce number of FTEs for cycle counting.
Speed up receipt and back-order reporting to and from shipping/receiving by over 35%.
Reduce inventory carrying costs by 5 – 10%.
Manage physical inventory movement in real time and improve inventory accuracy by 30%.
Eliminate investments in expensive RFID guns and consoles to tighten your supply chain, service 
responses and order fulfillment.
Streamline goods receipts, issues, transfers and returns.
Streamline data processing on receivables.
Manage rolling inventories, satellite storerooms and truck/trunk stock.

Key Differentiators
Aligned with SAP’s mobile strategy. 
Runs on SAP mobile Platform OData & HANA Cloud Platform Mobile Services. 
Synchronous updates based on OData technology – minimized offline dependency 
and conflict resolution 
Allows unlimited customizations with simple SAP configurations without a bit of code change. 
Quick deployment of 8 to 12 weeks.
Winner of SAP Pinnacle Award and SAP Mobile App Challenge.

Key Features
Ruggedized peripherals for RFID, Bar Code or QR Code Scans.
Scan RFIDs, Bar Codes and QR Codes to ship and receive inventory.
Accept and distribute incoming materials by purchase order.
View stock detail information at plant, storage location and batch level, anytime, anywhere.
Pre-pick materials and issue, return or transfer goods electronically.
Ensure inventory cycle count scheduling, counting and adjustments.
Print packing slips and bill of lading documents from SAP wirelessly.
Print USPS, FedEx, UPS and shipping labels.
Check availability of materials while on the job.
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Innovapptive is among the fastest-growing enterprise mobile and user experience (UX) solution companies and is an 
industry leader among rapid mobile application development (RMAD) solution providers. Innovapptive's Rapid App 
Configurator Engine (RACE) technology redefines traditional approaches to digitize the enterprise and is empowering 
organizations to rapidly deliver ready-to-run mobile apps across the enterprise. Innovapptive's portfolio of 100+ 
mobile solutions that run across a wide array of devices and systems is creating a connected enterprise across 
employees, customers, and suppliers. Innovapptive was named a 2016 SAP Pinnacle Award winner and has won these 
recognition three years in a row.

For more information, please visit www.innovapptive.com. Connect with Innovapptive on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
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